
CPE – Writing
Revision of Part 2 - Letters

Part 2b. (optional) LETTER. 

Tip 1. Your letter will be formal. It may be addressed to an editor, a head teacher or
a director.

Tip 2. Make sure you use the formal remarks

- Dear Mr. (name),
Yours Sincerely

- Dear Sir/ Madam,
Yours Faithfully

Tip 3. Pay attention to what are you asked to do?

- To narrate an event?
- To describe a place or a person?
- To discuss an argumentative issue?

Layout of a LETTER

     

1

Dear Sir or Madam,

Introduction. The reason why you are writing 
this letter

Body Paragraph 1. Linker, topic sentence. 
Support sentence (a). Support sentence (b). 
Support sentence (c).

Body Paragraph 2. Linker, topic sentence. 
Support sentence (a). Support sentence (b). 
Support sentence (c).

Conclusion. Summarize what you expect to 
happen after they have read your letter.

Yours faithfully,
    your name



CPE – Writing
Revision of Part 2 - Letters

(Narrative letter requiring description of personal experience)

Revision Letter 03: (narrative)

An  international  newspaper  is  inviting  readers  to  contribute  letters  on  the  of

speakers who have inspired them. You decide to write a letter about a speaker

you  heard  recently.  You  should  explain  what  was  particularly  inspiring  about  this

speaker and assess the value of listening to inspirational speakers in general.

WRITE you letter in 280-320 words
TIP:
Number the questions. 
How many body paragraphs will you have?

Revision Letter 04: (narrative)

An English language magazine is doing a feature on travel, and has invited readers to

send  in  letters  describing  personal  holiday  experiences  where  something

unexpected happened. You have decided to send in a letter about a trip you went on,

describing what happened that was unexpected and the effect it had on you. 

WRITE you letter in 280-320 words
TIP:
Number the questions. 
How many body paragraphs will you have?
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